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Market Memories 
By Selen Caglayik Eloglu 

As you may remember, we spent much time this semester on the issue 
of farmers’ markets and the advantages of short food chains. We read 

articles on how these 
markets were being 
established in various 
parts of the world, 
and cherished about 
the fact that they still 
existed in many 
places. At least I did. 
One of the first things 
I did when I arrived 
in Turkey was to visit 
the local 
neighborhood market 

which is held 200 meters away from my house every Thursday. This 
weekly market is set in between the streets (not large ones though, just 
the ones between apartments), and the daily traffic is cut off for this 
particular market day. It is spread out over almost 2 km. Farmers or 
their relatives from around Turkey set up their stalls, and they begin a 
long day of selling, 
shouting and 
negotiating. I say 
“shouting” because 
most people try to 
attract the shoppers 
with witty phrases they 
pronounce out loud. A 
cascade of apples, 
celeries, bell peppers, 
cabbages, green salads, 
Mediterranean citruses, 
Black Sea chestnuts and hazelnuts, Aegean herbs, raisins and figs mount 
the stalls; packs of cheese in white, cream, beige and yellow hues are 

generously offered for 
tasting; olives in all 
shades of green 
lusciously wait their 
buyers and people 
carrying their market 
carts stroll around 
slowly for the best buy. 
The sights and the 
sounds of the market 
thrilled me this time, in 
contrast to my previous 

visits which always drove me crazy because of the crowd. A few days 
later, I began a short internship with the Ecological Producers 
Organization established in Istanbul. This time I had a chance to visit the 
newly established organic markets in my district. These were small in 
size and they consisted of about 10 stalls of diverse origins. Most of 
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Courvoisier 

I guess you noticed that we 
finally gave a name to that 
newsletter! Chaski were 
messengers that were 
crossing all the Inca Empire, 
all over the Andes Cordillera 
to give precious information 
from and to each part of it. 
They were trained as 
athletes, taking over from 
each other to make the 
message passing. They were 
also prepared to any attacks 
in case someone would steal 
them information. They are 
represented with three 
symbols: the pututu (a 
trumpet made of a conch 
shell), a quipu (colored spun 
and plied thread or strings in 
which information was 
stored), and a qipi on his 
back to hold objects to be 
delivered.  

It represents well what we 
are trying to do with this 
newsletter. We hope you will 
like it! 
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them brought fresh organic produce from around Turkey and some sold 
tea, dried fruits and herbs. This time there were not as many people as 
there were in the neighborhood markets. Prices, lack of advertisement 
and the restrictive location were the visible factors for this. But still, 
people came and bought, there was demand and supply. As I spent more 
time with the members of the association I learned that the local 
government was not very willing to keep these new organic bazaars 
(nor the neighborhood markets) and establish new ones. They told me 
that markets were not appreciated anymore! I was aware that two 
neighborhood markets that stood for decades in different districts of my 
part of Istanbul were abolished in recent years leaving the one near my 
own neighborhood among a few. They had moved the biggest farmers’ 
market in Turkey to a different location which was less accessible and 
thus less favorable. Reasons were mainly related to the traffic problems 
caused by line of stalls. However in addition to the traffic, it seemed that 
the sights and the sounds of the market were disturbing the local 
government! I heard that people were complaining as well. Markets 
were not beautiful (who says they should), and did not offer a pleasant 
sight! This particular statement was heard in the organic market which 
was set up in one of the wealthiest and liveliest part of Istanbul famous 
for its residents following a high street life style. I guess the people who 
made this statement did not think that the market was European 
enough!!! I was really surprised by this information and saddened. It 
was ironic to see that people were trying to close down farmers’ 
markets in order to look probably more Western when in the West there 
was a great return to these special markets. I think after all markets 
gone, they will try to reestablish them in 30 years to follow the trends in 
the West!  

I fear that the neighborhood market close to my house will be gone one 
day as well. I fear that I may not find it after I return back from my 

studies. I do not 
want to see all 
those people 
being forced to 
shop in 
supermarkets 
and large shops 
instead of these 
open markets. I 
fear that people 
will forget the 
joys of talking 
to the buyers 
and asking 

them about their produce. I fear that the funny sounds echoed in the 
bazaars will hush and the sights will cease to exist. I fear that the 
farmers will be forced to sell to companies for lower and unacceptable 
prices. Most of all, I fear that some of the last memories of my childhood 
will be gone forever.  I still remember both of my grandmothers going to 
these markets with their long shopping list early in the day, and coming 
back with their cloth or fishnet bags full of fresh fruits and vegetables 
after 2-3 hours of intense shopping. The farmers’ markets they chose to 
go were the ones already removed from the Istanbul scene. The only one 
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left, accessible to my family, is the one my mother is going these days, 
the one near my house. There are many plastic bags and much chemical 
these days in these markets, true, but they are still reminiscent of the 
old days of good social relations and neighborhood spirit. I already feel 
that losing the farmers’ markets where my grandmothers did their 
shopping was like losing parts of my family memories and I resist 
deeply losing yet another one. Markets are our heritage.  

Pictures by Selen Caglayik Eloglu 

 
How to spend good holidays in Norway? 
By Cécile Bodier and Sarah Obellianne 
 
- 1: Leave in December, when days are the shortest 
- 2: Forget the credit and the charger to plug your mobile phone (don’t 
need it!) 
- 3: Don’t plan anything and follow your feelings 
- 4: Don’t take any map with you (it is more exciting!) 
- 5: Never desperate! 
- 6: Bring with you 3 friends (they can be useful!)  

 

First, we took the train to Stavanger (a wonderful night sitting in the 
train trying to sleep with babies crying). The snow was here to welcome 
us in Stavanger! Our goal was to hike steep mountains and to sleep in 
unknown houses. We also wanted to meet a lot of people and party with 
most of them! That’s why we decided to surf from one couch to another 
(www. CouchSurfing.com!). After 4 days of crazy trip all together, Léo 
and Hélène went back to Aas 
whereas the 2 “amiguitas” 
preferred to start to hitch-hike 
back to Aas. Unfortunately, it 
was not so easy, so they decided 
to spend one night in the cave of 
a DNT cabin…The plan was to 
stay in the cabin but we didn’t 
have the right key...we then had 
to find an alternative solution 
not to freeze outside!  

Agroecologists’ News 
 
We would like to 
congratulate Thanh for his 
little son that is born the 17th 
of December. 
 
We hope to see him soon in 
pictures. 

Quote of the month 
 
“Se fendre la poire” 
(To split the pear) 
 
- Means to laugh a lot!  
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After a wonderful night spent on the floor of the WC (with light and 
heater “s’il vous plaît!”), the following hitch-hiking day was more 
successful (thanks to our new friend, a polish truck driver!). We 
managed to arrive in 
Kristiansand before the night…! 
We finally “couch surf” at a 
French guy flat. We then moved 
back to Aas by bus…as soon as 
we were arriving at the 
Pentagon, people invited us for 
the last big international party! 
Home sweet home!   

We wish you many adventures 
wherever you are going for the next semester and we wait to hear from 
you! Anyway Merry Christmas and Happy New Year! 

Cécile, Hélène, Léo & Sarah 

 
Bread forever! 
By Numa Courvoisier 
 
Bread is one of the oldest prepared foods. Archeologists found clues that 
suggest that humans started to make bread 30’000 years ago. Breads 
may have been the result of haphazard mixing or deliberate preparation 
of crushed grains and water. Pita, naans, chapatis, tortillas or taboons 
are descendants of those early breads. 
 
Fermentation could have been the consequence of a bad conservation of 
the bread. Airborne yeast may have developed on dough and thus may 
have made the first fermented bread, such as the ones we eat in Europe. 
 
According to archeologists, the first who used pre-heated oven are the 
Greeks. Many authors from the antiquity described the diversity of 
bread or pastry. 
 
During the 20th century, industrialization changed the way of producing 
food, by shortening the time of preparation, and increasing the time of 
conservation of the products for instance.  Bread production has been 
hit as well by this “modern age” perspective of food. Industrial bakers 
discovered new ways to reduce the time of fermentation, and improve 
the conservation of the bread. Some of these ways are the addition of 
chemicals. 
 
Modern bakers are able to produce bread that looks like the traditional 
home-made bread. However, many of us during the last semester 
showed us that this traditional food can still be made following the spirit 
of the early real bakers that is when one is using hand, organic floor and 
no additives, and works hard to give the best dough for the yeast to 
work the hardest part of the process! 
 
Sources: Wikipedia, The History of bread, 2010. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_bread, visited 08-01-2011 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_bread�
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Short internship with a professional baker: Fabrice Planchot 
By Cécile Bodier 
 
As a lot of us have done that so often during the semester, once back 
home I wanted to try to make my own bread too, with the advices I got. 
The result was what it was, flat but eatable bread! After having seen 
that, my parents talked about it to one of their friend who was a baker, 
Fabrice. He proposed right away to teach us how to make bread. That is 
how he arrived in our little kitchen and how we spent the whole 
afternoon “à mettre la main à la pâte”1

 
. 

Here is a summary of what he taught us. 
 
Basic dough recipe: 
1kg of white flour  
600g of water  
20g of salt  
1 pack of dried yeast. 
 
Trick: If you want to use another kind of flour, it is important to 
remember what is happening in your bread, i.e. fermentation. There are 
two components to keep in mind: starch and gluten. To be simple, starch 
is mostly used during the fermentation as a source of energy, while 
gluten is more responsible for making this “chewing-gum” consistence 
that will give the future bread alveolus. 
Thus when you use white flour, gluten is more available for our little 
yeast, that’s why when you use whole wheat flour the bread has more 
problem to rise and he appears flat (as mine!). 
So, if you want to keep the dough rising as usual, you can mix in 
different proportion white flour with another one. 
 
Bread steps: 
 
“Pétrissage” (dough mixing): 
This is the starting point; you mix 
all the ingredients together. You 
can put everything in once it does 
not matter as long as you have the 
good proportions! 
 
“Frasage” (?): The next step is 
when you have mixed everything 
but the dough is still sticky and 
does not have really the nice 
appearance you were expecting 
(see the enclosed picture with an 
odd specimen). It is normal! What you have to do is keep on kneading 
until it appears smooth. It is easier at this step to do it without a bowl, 
on the table with a little bit of flour. 
 

                                                            
1 ”To put the hand on the dough” means”let’s get to work”! 

Links: 
 
We forgot to send you the 
link of the video we showed 
during the last “Agroeco 
Café”, so there you are: 
http://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=zDZFcDGpL4U 
 
As internships and master 
thesis are arising, and ideas 
need to be found, I would like 
to send you this link, where 
you can find many online 
publications concerning 
organic agriculture and 
practices: 
http://www.sare.org/publica
tions/all_pubs.htm 
  
Enjoy your readings! 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zDZFcDGpL4U�
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zDZFcDGpL4U�
http://www.sare.org/publications/all_pubs.htm�
http://www.sare.org/publications/all_pubs.htm�
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“Pointage” (dough rising): It just means that you have to let the dough 
rising more or less an hour in a salad bowl with something (plastic bag, 
towel) to cover it. There is no “fixed” time for that, it comes with 
experience. If you wait too much, the “levée” (rising) in the oven will not 
be as good as that. To give more strength to you dough, you can 
“rabattre” (re-mix) it a bit, it will “reinflate” afterwards. 
Trick: Indeed the major problem of the “home-made” bread is that we do 
not let enough time for that rising part. 
 
“Mise en forme” (form setting): It is when you can give to the dough the 
form you want. After that you have to wait and let the dough “lever” 
(rising) one more time. The dough is then called “apprêt”. When you cut 
a bit on the bread is what you call “grigne” (you can do that with a 
razorblade). The blade must be done as much as possible horizontally 
above the bread. It is named “couper entre chair et peau” (cut between 
flesh and skin). 
 
“Cuisson” (Baking): While your dough is rising for the second time you 
can prepare your oven by putting the baking plate (empty) in the oven 
and  also an empty bowl that you will fill with water when you will put 
your bread in. It is important to have those too at the oven temperature. 

Put the temperature at 
210°C (th.7). 
Now you are ready to 
bake it, so before 
putting the bread in 
the oven turn it over, 
because you have 
more humidity 
underneath, and while 
it is cooking it will give 
the “shiny” crust on 
the top. Let it cook. Do 
not forget to put the 
water in the bowl and 

check during the baking time if there is always some in. 
Here you are, do not eat everything too fast! 
 
Pictures by Cécile Bodier 

 

 

Editors 
 
Cécile Bodier: 
c.bodier@groupe-esa.net 
 
Numa Courvoisier : 
Numa.courvoisier@hotmail.com 
 Happy New Year! Take care all of you, and enjoy the new places 

you will study! 

mailto:c.bodier@groupe-esa.net�
mailto:Numa.courvoisier@hotmail.com�

